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ALL-PURPOSE SPRAY
®

PENETRATES–PROTECTS–CLEANS–LUBRICATES–DISPLACES MOISTURE
Penetrates
WD-40's ultra high surface attraction results in a “SUPER” penetrating
action which loosens rust-to metal bonds and “frees” stuck, frozen or
rusted metal parts, bolts, connectors, operating controls and linkages . .
the broad spectrum action of WD-40 keeps them working freely!

INTRODUCING
WD-40 EZ-REACH™
Reach the unreachable
with WD-40’s newest product.
It goes to places you couldn’t
get to before and with the same
powerful formula you have come
to know and love.

Protects
WD-40's ultra high surface attraction properties deposit corrosion resistant
ingredients over the entire surface area including microscopic
irregularities. The protective barrier provides positive rust and corrosion
protection against moisture and other corrosive elements. Additionally,
the moisture displacement activity of WD-40 precludes the possibility of
a tiny “pocket” of moisture from causing future problems.

YOU SAVE
WHEN YOU BUY
FROM PPE!

Cleans
WD-40's ultra high surface attraction characteristic comes into play to
drive WD-40 under dirt, grime, “caked” grease and oil to clean the surface
at the same time it is forming a corrosion resistant barrier.

SMART STRAW.
Never lose the straw again;
it’s permanently attached!

Lubricates
WD-40's ultra high surface attraction assures that the excellent lubricating
ingredients in WD-40 will be widely spread and tenaciously held to all
rubbing surfaces. WD-40 is silicone free, clean to use and leaves no
messy, gummy residue normally associated with old fashioned oils.

Displace Moisture
Because of WD-40's ultra high surface attraction, it is able to drive under
surface moisture and establishes a protective barrier between the moisture and parent metal. WD-40 is a nonconductor of electricity and quickly
eliminates moisture induced short circuits in electrical and electronic equipment.

SPRAY

STREAM

BIG BLAST Can
covers everything faster!

PLASTICS: The following plastics were immersed in WD-40 for 168 hours
with no visible effects:
Polyethylene
Formica
Epoxy
Delrin
Polyester
Polypropylene
Acrylic
Vinyl
PTFE
Nylon
Clear polycarbonate and polystyrene may stress craze or crack in contact with WD-40.
Rubber: No visible effects on surfaces of various types of rubber sprayed
with WD-40. Certain types of rubber will swell upon prolonged immersion
in WD-40.

BIG BLAST Can Spray rate:
4.65g/second @ 105 psig.
Pattern: 5” @ 8” distance

COMPARE PRICES!

PART NO.

NEW!

Normal Can Spray rate:
1.3g/second @ 105 psig.
Pattern: 2” @ 6” distance

DESCRIPTION

WD-40-3

3 oz. Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$2.50

WD-40-8S

8 oz. SMART STRAW Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$4.40

WD-40-11S 11 oz. SMART STRAW Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$5.65

WD-40-12S 12 oz. SMART STRAW Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$5.85

WD-40-14E 14.4 oz. EZ-REACH Aerosol Can (6/Box)

$8.65

WD-40-16

16 oz. INDUSTRIAL SIZE Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$5.75

WD-40-BB

18 oz. BIG BLAST Aerosol Can (12/Box)

$6.45

WD-40-20T 20 oz. TRIGGER PRO Non-Aerosol Can (12/Box)
1 Gallon Container (4/Box)

$20.65

WD-40-5G

5 Gallon Container

$99.60

WD-40-SB

*

$8.80

WD-40-1G

* WD-40-55G
NEW!

PRICE
EACH

55 Gallon Drum
SPRAY BOTTLE (EMPTY APPROX. 20 fl. oz.)

* 995.00

$3.15

Price includes freight within continental U.S. Allow 7 to 10 days for delivery.
Shipped factory direct.
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